Drive-up Book Returns

SOUTH: West of the Perry-Castañeda Library in one-way alley off 21st Street.

NORTH: South side of E. Dean Keeton Street between Speedway and San Jacinto; vehicle access through parking area behind RLM.

CENTRAL: In the circle drive between the Flawn Academic Center (FAC) and the Main Building.

Libraries
2. Alexander Architectural Archive BTL 6
3. Architecture & Planning Library BTL 200
4. Chemistry (Mallory) Library Witte 2.132
5. Circulation Services PCL 2.122
6. Classics Library WAG I
7. Collections Deposit Library CDL
8. Engineering Library PCL

9. Fine Arts Library PCL 3.200
10. Geology (Walker) Library KSB 4.402
11. Interlibrary Services PCL 3.343
12. Life Sciences Library MAJ 220
13. LUSTS Benson Latin American Collection SRH 1.106
14. Perry-Castañeda Library PCL
15. Physics Mathematics Astronomy (Kuehn) Library RLM 4.200

Centers and Museums
7. Blanton Museum of Art BMA
14. Dolph Briscoe Center for American History SRH 2.109
15. Harry Ransom Center HRC
16. Javalina Center for Legal Research (Turtles) JON 3.200
17. Lyndon Baines Johnson Library & Museum LBJ
18. Texas Natural Science Center (Texas Memorial Museum) TMM
19. Stark Center for Physical Culture and Sports NEZ 5.700
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